
Captain Riches® 

Captain Riches® is a pirates dream, filled with a chance at treasure and part of the 

successful Ultimate Choice Jackpots game family. The game features short term persist WILD 

REEL in the base and free games where entire reel becomes WILD for a limited period. Jackpot pick 

bonus is the true pick bonus where player can win either credit prize or one of jackpots. 

GAME FEATURES 

Wild Reel Feature 
 

• Awarded through a persistence mechanic in which the player collects coins, accumulating 

on top of the reels 

• Collecting 3 coins on one of the center reels will transform it into a Wild Reel for 3 spins 

• Some Coins might feature a 2x or 3x multiplier and will turn the Wild Reel into a Wild 

Multiplier Reel 

Free Spins Bonus 
 

• Triggered by 3 Bonus or Bonus Wild symbols, 5 Free Spins are awarded 

• At the beginning of the Bonus, each center reel is assigned a 1x, 2x, 3x or 5x value 

• Whenever a coin lands on a center reel- it’ll transform it into a Wild Multiplier Reel with 

the assigned multiplier value for 1 spin 

Jackpot Pick Bonus 
 

• Throughout the base game, Wilds may unveil the content behind a chest, unveiling the 

players potential winnings during the Jackpot Pick Bonus. There is always at least one 

Jackpot Prize 

• Mysteriously triggered during the base game, all the possible prizes are revealed before 

being hidden and shuffled 

• A True Pick Bonus, the player has just once chance at picking a prize, and then sees the 

other options revealed 

• If a Jackpot Prize is revealed, the symbol will spin until it lands on and awards one of the 3 

jackpots 
 

GAME INFORMATION 

RTP: 95.95% or 93.95% 

Reel Configuration: 3x4x4x4x3 

Pay Evaluation: 50 Lines, 75 Credits 

Denomination: $0.01, $0.05, $0.10, $0.20 

Bet Levels: 75, 150, 225, 375, 750 

Bet Multiplier: 1,2,3,5,10 

Volatility: Medium-High 

Technology: HTML5 

Channel: Mobile & Desktop 

Game Version : 7.0 

 

Malfunction voids all plays and pays. 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface. 

With the exception of a game triggered during a bonus round, any game in progress will be 
completed after 24 hours and the corresponding prize, if any, will be deposited into the account. 
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